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Many veterinarians are ignoring international dog and cat vaccination guidelines, and continuing to send reminder letters compelling pet owners to have their pets unnecessarily revaccinated for diseases such as parvovirus, distemper virus and adenovirus. This unethical practice of over-vaccination is of no benefit to the animal and puts it at needless risk of a range of adverse reactions, including death.

In many instances, pet owners are not being informed that there is long duration of immunity after vaccination with modified live virus (MLV) vaccines, which means regular revaccination is unnecessary. They are also not being informed that experts warn that vaccination should be minimised to reduce the risk of adverse reaction to vaccine products. Pet owners are not being given the latest information on which to base an “informed decision” before consenting to revaccinate their pets.

Conscientious and caring veterinarians are trying to raise the alarm about the ramifications of this unethical practice, but their warnings are often unheeded. The veterinary profession will face a loss of credibility when pet owners discover crucial information about revaccination has been withheld from them for years. There are serious questions about professional responsibility and competence, transparency and accountability, ethical conduct, abuse of authority, and betrayal of trust that must be answered.

Dog and cat vaccination guidelines issued by the World Small Animal Veterinary Association (WSAVA) note that dogs properly vaccinated with MLV core vaccines for parvovirus, distemper virus and adenovirus have very high protection from infection and ≥98% protection from disease. The WSAVA guidelines advise that duration of immunity after vaccination with these vaccines is seven years or longer, based on challenge and serological studies. The WSAVA guidelines note that “dogs that have responded to vaccination with MLV core vaccines maintain a solid immunity (immunological memory) for many years in the absence of any repeat vaccination”.

Earlier vaccine guidelines issued by the AAHA Canine Vaccine Task Force in 2003 note that MLV vaccines are likely to provide lifelong immunity, stating “when MLV vaccines are used to immunize a dog, memory cells develop and likely persist for the life of the animal”.

Ronald Schultz, a renowned expert in immunology and a member of the WSAVA Vaccination Guidelines Group and AAHA Canine Vaccine Task Force, says that if a puppy is immunized with the three MLV vaccines to prevent parvovirus, distemper virus and adenovirus “there is every reason to believe the vaccinated animal will have up to life-long immunity”. Schultz advises that puppies should be revaccinated at one year of age with the vaccines used earlier. After that he does not believe there is any immunologic need to revaccinate annually with these vaccines. He notes that annual vaccination significantly increases the risk of an adverse reaction.

Veterinarians who ignore this advice use unproven vaccine product label revaccination recommendations to try and justify over-vaccination. But these revaccination recommendations are arbitrary and have no scientific basis. This fact is well-known in the international veterinary community, after the alarm was raised in an article titled “Are we vaccinating too much?” published in the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association in 1995. This article acknowledged that there was little scientific documentation to back up vaccine product label claims for annual revaccination, noting that many vaccines would “last for years”.

In 2002, an American Veterinary Medical Association report warned that “unnecessary stimulation of the immune system does not result in enhanced disease resistance and may expose animals...
to unnecessary risks”. In 2003, the AAHA Canine Vaccine Task force compromised on a move from annual revaccination to revaccination every three years with vaccines for parvovirus, distemper virus and adenovirus. In 2006, the AAHA Canine Vaccine Task Force revised its revaccination recommendation to every three years or longer. To minimise the potential for adverse reactions to vaccine products, the 2007 WSAVA guidelines specifically warn that core vaccines should not be given any more frequently than every three years after the 12 month booster injection following the puppy/kitten series.

In the United States, the veterinary community compromised on a triennial revaccination recommendation. But, like annual revaccination, there is no scientific evidence that even triennial revaccination is required to “ensure continuity of protection”. In 2006, the AAHA canine vaccine guidelines advised that vaccines produced by the major biologics manufacturers against parvovirus, distemper virus and adenovirus all produce excellent immune responses and can be soundly and reliably administered at the discretion of the clinician in extended duration of immunity protocols. It is not necessary to use a “3 year vaccine” and it is not necessary to revaccinate “every three years”. Immunological memory does not automatically “switch off” after one or three years, so how can unnecessary ongoing revaccination be justified?

Ronald Schultz provides an analogy with human measles vaccination, noting we don’t regularly revaccinate people. Schultz notes “the immune system of a person is similar to that of an animal, and since immunity persists for the life of a person (average 70+ years), then why wouldn’t immunity from canine or feline vaccines persist for 10 to 15 years? The answer is that many canine and feline vaccines do provide the same lifelong immunity”.

Nevertheless, the veterinary industry continues to cling to unnecessary revaccination for financial motives. Revaccination is a valuable source of income for pharmaceutical companies and veterinarians alike. It appears revaccination is used as a practice management tool to lure clients into veterinary surgeries - “a practice is a business after all”. However, it is not ethical practice to urge clients to have medical interventions for their pets that are not needed and which may cause harm – Ronald Schultz calls this “an unacceptable medical procedure”.

It is interesting to consider this practice of “over-servicing” from an ethical viewpoint. Bioethicist Bernard Rollin discusses Aesculapian authority, which is the unique authority that accrues to medical professionals, and he suggests it is also applicable to veterinary medicine, particularly companion animal medicine. Rollin notes this powerful authority “must be deployed to further the best interest of the patient”. Aesculapian authority is abused when the veterinarian’s financial interest takes precedence over the interests of the patient. For example, in his book, An Introduction to Veterinary Medical Ethics, Rollin queries whether it is ethical for vets to urge their clients to have heartworm treatments for their dogs in regions where the risk of heartworm is negligible. This is particularly pertinent if there are any risks associated with a heartworm treatment. Over-servicing must be challenged, particularly if the health and welfare of animals is put at risk by the priorities of turnover and profit.

An article published in the Australian Veterinary Journal in 2008 warns there is an oversupply of vets in companion animal practice. Progressively increasing numbers of veterinarians are competing for a constant or diminishing resource – the dogs and cats of Australia. Is this leading to a culture of over-servicing as veterinary practices strive to maintain income? This is a situation that the veterinary profession must face and address.

It is estimated that only 30-50% of the pet animal population is vaccinated in developed countries. In the interests of “herd immunity”, the WSAVA guidelines strongly recommend “that wherever possible ALL dogs and cats receive the benefit of vaccination”. Rosalind Gaskell points out “we need to target vaccination to a greater proportion of the population, rather than repeat-vaccinating the same individual animals”. Dennis Macy warns “it doesn’t do any good to over-vaccinate one segment of the population and not vaccinate the rest. Your good clients’ pets
will have a higher risk of adverse reactions”. Marian Horzinek adds: “It is of course more arduous to solicit new clients than to summon old ones, but it needs to be done.”

In 2006, eleven years after the publication of “Are we vaccinating too much?”, a special report on dog and cat vaccination published in the scientific journal *Veterinary Microbiology* questioned whether vaccination in fact causes significant side effects to the extent that we are now doing more harm than good. It seems little had changed in the intervening eleven years.

In 2009, pets are still being exposed to needless and often unidentified risk. Due to inadequate testing of vaccine products, the full range of immediate and delayed adverse reactions to vaccination is unknown. Kathryn Meyer advises that the results of safety testing are not routinely required on product labeling. This means that “rare events, events that occur after repeated exposure, and events that occur in a subgroup (e.g. specific breed, age)” are not noted on product labels. David Hustead notes there is a dearth of information on the responses that vaccines are likely to induce in older animals.

George Moore et al advise that “adverse events that are relatively uncommon or that occur in high-risk subgroups (e.g. elderly animals or specific breeds) are usually only detected through post-marketing surveillance. The full safety profile for a given vaccine can only be determined after the vaccine has been licensed and administered to large numbers (often millions) of individuals”.

In other words, dogs in the community are the guinea pigs for these vaccines. They (and their owners) are unknowingly part of a huge unregulated trial, the results of which are not being reported.

Post-marketing surveillance of adverse reactions is poor. The WSAVA guidelines note that “there is gross under-reporting of vaccine-associated adverse events which impedes knowledge of the ongoing safety of these products”. Reporting is voluntary, and veterinarians appear reluctant to report adverse reactions. Adverse reaction information derived from post-marketing surveillance is also not routinely required on the vaccine product label.

Veterinary experts have undertaken studies to evaluate duration of immunity and monitor adverse effects after vaccination. Jean Dodds warns that adverse reactions can occur up to 45 days after vaccination. Ronald Schultz notes that adverse reactions can range from mild, self-limiting illness to chronic disease or death. Post-vaccination neurologic disorders, immunosuppression, dermatologic abnormalities, and other problems have been demonstrated to occur after administration of canine and feline vaccines. The most common signs of local reactions are facial edema, hives and itching. Signs of a systemic reaction include urination, vomiting, diarrhea (sometimes bloody), dyspnea and collapse. Pain, soreness, stiffness, lethargy, swelling, a persistent lump, irritation, hair loss and/or colour change of hair at the injection site have also been observed as common reactions. Change of behaviour has also been reported after vaccination.

Jean Dodds reports that a wide variety of breeds of dogs, ranging from Shih Tzus to Great Danes, and a great many in between, may be more vulnerable to suspected adverse reaction to vaccination. Recent studies warn that small-breed dogs in particular are at greater risk of adverse reaction with multivalent vaccines.

Bernard Rollin cites immunologist Kent Deitemeyer, who has “explained that vaccines need to be used judiciously, if only because activation of the immune system involves not inconsiderable degrees of what he calls ‘immunological stress’, stressors on the organism resulting from activation of the immune system”. Rollin warns there is increasing evidence that over-vaccination can actually be conducive to disease development, not only as a consequence of immunological stress, but also more directly.
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For example, frequent vaccination has been implicated in the development of autoimmune hemolytic anemia in dogs and injection-site sarcomas in cats, both of which can be fatal. The true incidence of vaccine-associated sarcoma in cats is unknown, but is estimated to range between 1 in 10,000 and 1 in 1,000 vaccinated cats.

Could over-vaccination also be a cause of cancer in dogs? Cancer is reported as being the single biggest cause of death in dogs over two years old. According to information from Texas A&M University, dogs and cats have a higher incidence of many tumors than do humans. Dogs have 35 times as much skin cancer, 4 times as many breast tumors, 8 times as much bone cancer, and twice as high an incidence of leukemia as do humans.

A paper published in 2001 suggests long-term over-activation of the immune system may be a major cause of cancer. This research refers to cancer in humans, but given we are all mammals with similar genes, perhaps this possibility is also relevant to dogs? Could over-vaccination, and the constant assault on the immune system, be causing a variety of cancers in dogs and cats over the long term? It is certainly something to ponder, especially as the scientific literature records the problem of injection site sarcomas in cats. This possibility is also another reason to cease unnecessary revaccination of animals.

Due to the failure of the regulatory process, and the unethical veterinary practice of over-vaccination, pet owners are unlikely to be made aware of the risks of revaccination. Not only are they not being informed about long duration of immunity with core MLV vaccines, information on possible adverse effects is also being withheld. This non-disclosure means pet owners are not being allowed to make an “informed decision” before consenting to revaccinate their pets.

In 2007, the WSAVA Dog and Cat Vaccination Guidelines were launched before its annual international Congress held in Sydney, Australia that year. During the Congress, Australian veterinary expert Steven Holloway, Head of Small Animal Medicine at the University of Melbourne, warned it is not possible to defend the practice of annual revaccination for parvovirus, distemper virus and adenovirus, given the volume of data available.

Unaccountably, it seems many Australian vets ignored the WSAVA vaccination guidelines and Holloway’s admonishment, as the practice of annual revaccination continues here today. In its recent draft vaccination policy (dated March 2009), the Australian Veterinary Association admitted that “annual vaccination is the currently accepted practice in Australia”. This practice continues despite the fact that, in a previous draft vaccination policy published 10 years ago, the AVA acknowledged that “the duration of immunity delivered by some immunobiologics and against some diseases may be variable.”

Why has the veterinary profession allowed so many of its members to continue the unnecessary and possibly harmful practice of over-vaccination, despite the scientific evidence? Why aren’t veterinarians being held accountable for this unethical practice? Why are they failing to keep informed about relevant advances in veterinary science? Why are they not ensuring that veterinary procedures and recommendations are based on sound evidence-based science and practice? Science knows no borders - how can they justify ignoring expert international guidelines on vaccination of dogs and cats and, most importantly, withholding this information from their clients? Ongoing unnecessary revaccination is even supported by State Veterinary Surgeons’ Boards “strongly recommending” that boarding kennels require proof of annual vaccination of pets from their clients.

What are the legal implications if vets continue to insist their clients revaccinate their dogs with core MLV vaccines “to ensure continuity of protection”? This recommendation is not evidence-based. The onus is on the veterinary profession to provide proof that an intervention is necessary? What are the legal implications if vets continue to withhold published information on long duration of immunity? What are the legal implications if veterinarians fail to pass on information about the possibility of short-term and long-term adverse reactions which have been
recorded in the scientific literature, but which are not listed on vaccine product labels? Surely there should be full disclosure of these important facts to give clients the opportunity to make their own “informed decision” before deciding whether or not to revaccinate their pets? A consent form listing these important points should be understood and signed by the client before revaccination takes place.

Professional conduct and self-regulation in the veterinary profession must come under scrutiny. Jane Hern notes that professional bodies are granted the privilege of self-regulation, but only in return for an assurance their members set standards of competence and ethical behaviour to protect consumers. Who protects the consumer when the veterinary profession’s “standards of competence and ethical behaviour” are putting pets needlessly at risk? By allowing over-vaccination to continue, the veterinary profession has failed in its duty to protect the rights of pet owners and the health of their pets.

The consequences of over-vaccination for pet owners and their pets are significant. If an animal becomes sick, or worse, after unnecessary revaccination, the pet owner bears the emotional and financial cost, which in some cases can be considerable.

Over-vaccination is putting pets at needless risk and this practice must be stopped. After persistent lobbying by a group of concerned pet owners, the President of the Australian Veterinary Association, Dr Mark Lawrie, advised: “We are reviewing the AVA policy, and it may be that the new one will contain similar guidelines as those in the World Small Animal Veterinary Association Guidelines for the Vaccination of Dogs and Cats”. Subsequent advice indicates the new vaccination policy is due to go to the AVA Board for ratification within the next two months. The AVA has advised that “once it becomes official policy, we will implement a communication strategy to inform veterinarians and the public that our policy has changed.”

It will be interesting to see the details of the Australian Veterinary Association’s new dog and cat vaccination policy. Will it live up to our society’s ideal of “freedom of information”, transparency and accountability? Will it include the latest scientific information on long duration of immunity, probably lifelong, for MLV vaccines for dogs? Will the AVA make a commitment to keep abreast of new developments in immunology to ensure the most effective and safest vaccination methods are used? Will the new policy stipulate that pet owners must be given the opportunity to make an informed decision before consenting to any further revaccination of their pets, and recommend the use of signed consent forms? How will the new policy be regulated, particularly as only 50% of vets in Australia are members of the AVA, and there is currently no effective government regulation of the veterinary profession?

Given that the mantra of ongoing revaccination has been drummed into pet owners over the years, they may be reluctant to reduce revaccination. It will be up to the veterinary profession to convince their clients that ongoing revaccination with core MLV vaccines is unnecessary and may be harmful.

The federal government regulator, the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority, also has to act on this problem. The APVMA has repeatedly been asked to provide evidence to support vaccine product label revaccination recommendations, but has refused to respond to these requests. According to international immunology experts, there is no scientific evidence to back revaccination recommendations on MLV vaccine product labels, so why have these false and misleading claims been allowed to pass through the regulatory process? It is interesting to note that most of the APVMA’s operational income is collected from registrants of pesticides and veterinary medicines — is there a conflict of interest here?

In the United States, the government regulator, the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) are finally moving to address the problem of vaccine product labeling that makes “false and misleading” claims. In
particular, the AVMA has urged revaccination recommendations should be removed from biologic labels where the statement lacks a scientific basis.\textsuperscript{76}

In response to pet owners’ concerns\textsuperscript{77}, the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority convened a meeting of senior scientific staff to discuss the problem of over-vaccination on 15 April 2009. The APVMA has advised they are preparing a “position statement” on the subject of pet vaccination.\textsuperscript{78} It is not known when this position statement will be made available to the public.

The Australian Veterinary Association and the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority have dragged their heels on this issue for far too long. There is a serious problem in that unproven vaccine product label recommendations are conflicting with published scientific information on duration of immunity and adverse reactions. This ambiguity has to be acknowledged and addressed. Somebody has to take responsibility to co-ordinate a solution to this problem.

In a paper titled “Vaccination guidelines: a bridge between official requirements and the daily use of vaccines”, Etienne Thiry and Marian Horzinek support “off-label” use of vaccines in light of “new scientific data”. In particular, Thiry and Horzinek make the important point that veterinary practitioners must follow the most “efficacious” vaccination schedules.\textsuperscript{79}

Veterinary experts acknowledge that veterinarians are not constrained by label recommendations when administering vaccines.\textsuperscript{80}

The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority also notes that veterinarians may “make treatment recommendations which are inconsistent with the instructions on labels of registered veterinary chemical products”.\textsuperscript{81}

Given that the veterinary profession should be aware that ongoing revaccination with core MLV vaccines is unnecessary and possibly harmful, why has it not taken action to recommend its members follow the most “efficacious vaccination schedules” rather than unproven vaccine labels? Why has it not taken action to address this problem over the past ten years?

In Australia, it has taken the efforts of a small group of concerned and determined pet owners to prod the AVA and APVMA into admitting there is a problem. How many people’s pets may have been adversely affected over the past years of inaction, particularly as vets are reluctant to acknowledge and report adverse reactions?

Many members of the apparently “self-regulating” veterinary profession are taking advantage of the trust of pet owners. Pet owners are being exploited by those veterinarians who manipulate their clients into having unnecessary and possibly harmful interventions for their pets. The government regulator, the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority, has been complicit in this practice by allowing vaccine products with unsubstantiated revaccination recommendations on the market.

There is a total lack of effective regulation, transparency and accountability, and this raises serious questions about the efficacy and safety of other possibly harmful products that are routinely pushed by vets.

The pet owning public has been exploited for far too long – it’s time someone sounded the alarm.
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* This paper is based on my report “Is over-vaccination harming our pets? Are vets making our pets sick?” which includes more detail on this subject. The report is freely available at: http://users.on.net/~peter.hart/ls%2Oover-vaccination%20harming%20our%20pets.pdf

For the latest international guidelines on core and non core vaccines, refer to the WSAVA Dog and Cat Vaccination Guidelines: http://www.wsava.org/PDF/Misc/VGG_09_2007.pdf
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